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You can also compare bikes. Four years KTM has left no doubt that its four-strokes are
competitive. And with the United States and Europe allowing cc four-strokes in the cc classes
for , the Austrian company shifted its moto focus to its friendly but not moto-serious SX. A year
of development later, a vastly more purposeful and competitive SX has been unleashed. We
couldn't wait for it to be in our cc-class shootout that included the popular cc two-strokes and
the cc four-strokes--and we mean that literally. We simply couldn't wait. KTM has gradually
worked to make its SX models separate and distinct. It started with a four-speed from the SX ,
progressed to dedicated SX bodywork and ergonomics, went further to individual suspension
components and, now for , the motocross and off-road models have two different engines. The
basic motors are nearly identical externally and displace roughly cc, but they get to the same
place by different roads. The off-road mill is basically a stroked to ; the SX engine has a more
rpm-friendly bore and stroke. In addition, the ports are larger, the cam is different and the
exhaust system is unique to the SX. The SX also gets the new subframe, airbox, seat and rear
fender that even the full-moto SX didn't get. And, yes, the is a four-speed damnit! For pros, the
is a bike without a class. It isn't legal in the cc class, and most tracks no longer have an actual
Open class. Of course, displacement isn't a factor in age classes, and the has always been a
favorite of veteran and senior riders. We don't see any reason the will be any less loved by
those same riders. On the Track All the new changes seem impressive and aimed solidly in the
right direction for serious motocross, but looks and specs don't always add up on the track.
The continues KTM's recent history of easy-starting four-strokes. There is no need to use the
compression release, just kick it. A few times it was reluctant to start, but adjusting the fuel
screw out a bit helped. Speaking of the fuel screw, the Keihin FCR carburetor has it located
underneath near the front of the carburetor body. In the past, the screw was recessed in a hole
in the body, and adjusting that took a special screwdriver, nimble fingers, the feel of a
safecracker and dumb luck. Now the head of the screw shows above the surface of the carb,
and adjustments are easy. Surprisingly, the is a bit harder to actually kick through but is easier
and more consistent to start. The rpm build rapidly with no hesitation or reluctance to rev, and
the rpm ceiling is sky-high. Vibration is way down, too. On the first lap you will probably stall
the in at least one tight turn. The engine has a somewhat light flywheel feel, and the gearing of
the four-speed transmission is notably tall. Just a lap or so is all it takes to get in tune with the
new power characteristics, though, and then you start to notice how flexible and enjoyable the
power is. The high-rpm capability of the bike means shifting isn't really that critical. You can
short-shift the bike a bit, but you can usually just scream it harder if you have a jump right out
of a turn or a succession of tight turns where shifting would be a drawback. Riding both bikes
back to back reveals the is less prone to stalling but has more measurable vibration. In addition,
the engine feels a little lazy after the fast-revving Since the revs higher, it actually feels as if it
has a longer powerband than the If you try to ride the at percent, it will tire you out fast. Keep
the enthusiasm in hand and ride smooth, and the is effortless on any track that has a flow or
rhythm to the track layout. You will easily clear jumps you never thought possible. Despite
having only four gears, the KTMs rarely feel between gears. Both are always ready to accelerate
crisply. The bikes stay hooked up very well, and the doesn't appear as tough on tires as an
Open-class two-stroke or other four-strokes with a big hit in the powerband. With the wrong
surface conditions, the will toast a rear meat in no time. In all, we can't really fault the motor.
Like any four-stroke, the SX is superb on hardpack; but we rode the bike on loam and even in
sand and the engine seemed to have all the boost and response it needed. True production

versions are supposed to come with tunable flywheel weights to personalize the power delivery,
and while we would have liked to try them, we didn't really miss them. The is also great on clay
but not as happy in deep sand. There was usually one jump or turn on which the was just
magic, nothing could touch it. But add up the track as a whole, and more riders will be faster on
the SX. Bumping It Up WP suspension components like a lot of break-in time, so we didn't do
much with the suspension until both ends had some hours on them. When we did check the
ride height, we did it thinking the rear was too high since the action felt a bit firm. Actually, the
ride height was low. The bike sag was more than 50mm, and with a rider it reached mm. KTM
claims the bike prefers more sag than most Japanese bikes. We added two turns to the shock
spring to bring the bike sag to 35mm and found the rear end more supple on small bumps and
better able to digest acceleration chop. Naturally, the already fine bottoming resistance only
improved. We found that we needed to add compression damping at both ends for tracks with
abrupt, flat landings and that a little quicker rebound setting on the fork worked well and
improved action while still allowing the front to settle in the turns. Even though we employed
the same settings on both bikes, the fork felt less active and as if it rode deeper in the stroke.
The KTM SX is definitely competitive, though we can't say where the bike would have actually
ended up in our shootout. Our gut feeling is the orange monster would have given the YZF a
hard run. The YZF has better suspension and setting it up is more mainstream, but the KTM's
engine is much easier to control and is less tiring. The engine is also easier to control and much
smoother than the Yamaha motor, but it will appeal more to excc-class guys who like to pull a
tall gear out of turns and clear jumps without a lot of rpm. It is more of a niche bike, while the
KTM SX is more mainstream with power tailored to modern stadium-influenced tracks. In fact,
the is simply a very capable modern motocrosser that is fast, fun and easy to ride. It's a viable
alternative to the Japanese s, and its slim ergonomics, long and smooth power and light feeling
are all good reasons to look hard when you make your four-stroke choice. Some are just a
brighter orange, and other parts are '03 designs. No pins to lose, and still no tools needed to
change the air filter. The two primary headpipes mounted to the two exhaust ports join in
approximately three inches. What's Hot! Its engine pulls happily and smoothly from way down
in the powerband, has a mild midrange hit and shrieks on top. Definitely not too docile now. Its
chassis has a very stable and planted feel. The hydraulic clutch is very easy to pull, has good
feel and never fades or changes engagement. Both bikes have a super-slim riding position and
are quieter than Honda or Yamaha MX four-strokes. What's Not! Seat is overly firm and lightly
padded. The fork feels soft and bottoms easier than the unit. The takes to the air without your
having to rev the engine a lot. The likes a bit more rpm but still has big boost. You shouldn't
ever need to shift these bikes right before a jump. It remains manageable despite the monster
power. Both commented that the SX front end felt lighter and more responsive in tight turns.
More impressive was that neither rider needed much time to adapt to the orange machine. The
bike turns well yet has excellent stability. It rips out of turns and dominates starts. Menu Sign
Up. Dirt Rider. Search Search. Latest Tests. Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide. The precise-shifting,
wide-ratio 6-speed transmission and liquid-cooled 4-valve OHC motor work in harmony to
create a formidable package. It has a low enough first gear that it can easily conquer the
steepest hill climbs or a complicated single-track at a mellow pace. Dial in an upshift or two
along with some liberal wringing of the throttle you can have quite the e-ticket ride up that same
trail. The electric start makes recovering from failed attempts much easier than if it was
kick-start only. It does come with a kick-starter, though, just in case. Even with its At lbs. Our
resident photo-hound and official WORCS photographer Tyler Maddox was particularly
impressed with the s disposition in the woods. I was surprised how slim it was, too. It feels even
more potent than the dyno results reveal. The long-stroke Single 95 x 72mm bore and stroke
and compression ratio combine to produce a substantial 34 lb. Horsepower on our test unit
topped out at a respectable Usable power arrives down low and signs-off sooner than
track-tuned motors like the SX, but it is the linear power curve that makes the EXC so versatile.
The motor revs quick and pulls really hard yet never seems harsh. During one of our first forays
into the woods, one of our test riders tried to wheelie over a large log that had fallen across the
path. Unfortunately, while in the middle of the maneuver, he just slammed into it and smashed
the right underside of the frame in the process. A skid-plate is one of the necessary aftermarket
items we definitely recommend. The chrome-moly steel chassis features a double-cradle design
and a removable aluminum subframe. Thanks to its tall gearing and meaty motor, the is just at
home in the desert as it is in the woods. I want one. The 48mm WP inverted fork is splendid. It
only bottomed out on the biggest of hits according to our air-certified colleagues and almost
always kept the front wheel tracking in the right direction. The linkageless WP shock that
attaches to a long swingarm is equally up to the task, once properly adjusted. As delivered, it
had a tendency to buck the rider in the braking bumps and rough trails at high speed. Once

plugged in with more rebound damping the rear end tracked bumps much better. Together this
set-up provides a generous We did experience some headshake a couple times in the desert
portion of the test, but that often comes with the territory when you ricochet the front wheel off
a rock at 70 mph. New bright orange bodywork features angular lines that mix with the
titanium-colored frame to give the EXC a distinctive, factory appearance. The plastic holds up
fairly well against abuse but it becomes scruffy once scratched up. In particular, the lower
portion of the tank where boots make consistent contact looks hammered on our tester. The
one-piece tail and side number plates are great for quick tear downs, but the area for placing
numbers is pretty small. Prospective owners will be tempted by an impressive array of quality
hardware on the EXC. Tapered, oversized Magura bars and an aluminum kickstand are standard
equipment, as are wide, titanium-looking footpegs and quality Excel wheels. Top-shelf brakes
feature steel-braided lines, a two-piston Brembo caliper gripping a mm wave rotor on the front,
while a single-piston Brembo clamps to a mm wave rotor in the rear. The braking components
are powerful, provide excellent feedback and never ever faded or howled in complaint. The firm
gripper seat is decent at first, but its edges can cause some butt chafing after several hours of
riding. Unfortunately, its 2. One tool a serious enduro rider needs is a multi-function instrument
panel
vanagon head gasket
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thunderheart performance electronic harness controller
, and here the KTM delivers in spades. The clean LED display, accessible by way of a 3-button
pad on the left-side handlebar, has all the functions you could ever want. In addition to a typical
speedometer and hourmeter, there are also two average-speed displays, two tripmeters, and a
place to enter wheel-size calibration codes if you decide to change the hoops for supermoto
duty. It goes anywhere you point it, the electric start makes life easier if you are having an off
day, and a nice hydraulic clutch makes maneuvers in the tight stuff that much easier. Home
Manufacturer Contact. It comes as no surprise the EXC is well suited for woods duty. Make
Model. F our stroke, single cylinder, SOHC, 4 valves per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Co oling
System. Liquid cooled. CDI Kokusan 4K Final Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear
Suspension. Fully adjustable WP. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Single mm disc. Rear
Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity.

